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At the start of the present contract period, we (Dr. Hartmut Wiedersich,
Group Leader, Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory) ar iyself
had been able to generalize homogeneous nucleation theory to include the nucleation

of matter in the presence of its anitmatter, as is actually the case for the nucleation
1of vacancies to form voids in the presence of interstitials . Sample calculations

were made using this theory and presented at the 1971 International Conference on

R diation Induced Voids in Metals2.     At that time, we noted  that to  be  able to apply
-=---

this theory to the prediction of the actual rates of formation of voids in typical reactor

and accelerator conditions one would have to extend the theory to include the nucleating

effects of gas atoms and of stress.   It was clear that insoluble gas atoms would have

an especially large effect and since they are always being produced in a reactor, the
effect is unavoidable.

During the course of this contract, we have succeeded in generalizing the theory
/

to include the effect of insoluble gas. The basis of this generalization is the realization%-------=   --... -,-  - =--
that the probability of a cluster containing a gas atom to eject its gas atom (either

interstitially or with a vacancy) is extremely small. Gas atom-vacancy clusters,

under most circumstances will therefore grow or decay only by adding or losing vacancies

or interstitials. For these reasons, we feel that a realistic picture is one of simultaneous

concurrent nucleation on the collections of single gas atoms, double gas atoms, triple

gas atoms,  etc. The total rate of nucleation being the sum of the various simultaneous
3

rates.  We have written one paper presenting the theory, and we are presently engaged
1
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in sample calculations of the gas atom effect. The effects are complicated, depending

strongly  on  the  rate of displacement per lattice  atom, the probability of encountering  a

vacancy sink, and on temperature. The equations themselves, however, are not too

complicated and can readily be incorporated in reactor simulation computer programs.

As expected,  we find that under certain conditions homogeneous nucleation will dominate

and that under others, nucleation on gas atoms dominate. Very significantly, we find
.

that the mechanism of nucleation is different under some 6f the conditions typical of

accelerator experiments and those typical of reactor experiments.  We are continuing these
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studies and expect to have enough results to start writing up this work soon.
As of August 31,  1972, Dr. Joseph L.  Katz will have devoted approximately

95 % of the  time or effort called  for  by this contract.     5 % additional effort  can  be

expected in September.
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